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At a Glance

The Skinny has a wide ranging music policy,
always on the look out for the newest emerging stars alongside supporting the acts that
have a special place in our hearts.

Our Readers
 98% listen to music every day

The Lovely Bones

cHVRcHES are a bona fide Scottish synth-pop phenomenon – as they
prepare to release debut album The Bones Of What You Believe, we
talk gear-packing Tetris, growing up in public, and expelling half-truths
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o call CHVRCHES’ rise to fame meteoric is to
presence – it is a process that is still ongoing.
underestimate – in an age of instant one-hit
“This is the first band where the vocals have been
wonders, it might have seemed tempting to dismy sole thing,” she explains. “It was a learning
miss them on the basis of the hype that followed
curve, figuring out what the possibilities were
the internet-only release of Lies back in May last
with the live set, and becoming comfortable with
year. Now, as the band prepare to release their
not really giving a shit what other people think
first album The Bones of What You Believe, coming about your performance. Because a lot of people
off the back of an extensive bout of touring which have a lot of opinions. I’m just trying to figure it
saw them hone their sound and performance
out, and I guess there was that aspect of ‘growing
with gigs across Europe, the US and Asia, the
up in public’ to an extent.”
world is finally going to be in a position to judge
“That’s something that we’ve all gone
them on their merits. Happily, Bones is an incred- through,” says Doherty. “As the lead vocalist, the
ible record – not only is it filled with the intellifocus is on Lauren so it’s maybe more apparent,
gent, pitch-perfect synth-pop of Lies and the sin- but we’ve all had to grow up on stage playing
gles that followed, it also features more abstract, these songs, and really learn and understand the
reflective tracks, and sees the band experiment- craft over that period of time. We were thrown
ing with form, complex lyrical acrobatics, and a
into this band, to an extent. No-one walks out on
wealth of retro-futuristic synth sounds.
stage and is Jarvis Cocker or Dave Gahan on day
Far from the know-it-all hipsters or manuone.”
factured mainstream-baiting A&R wet dream
which some sections of the press and the
Scottish music scene have painted them to be,
in person Iain Cook, Martin Doherty and Lauren
Mayberry are incredibly warm, witty and downto-earth – the viral spread of their fame has not
affected them, and they remain grounded and
incredibly passionate about the music they make.
Mayberry is quick to underline the fact that
although the scale of their touring retinue has
increased, this is hardly new territory for any
of them. Mayberry plays in another band, Blue
Lauren Mayberry
Sky Archives, while Cook (a former member of
Aerogramme) plays with The Unwinding Hours,
Twinned with CHVRCHES’ rise to fame has
and Doherty was the touring keyboardist with
been a concurrent ascent in the popularity of
The Twilight Sad. “I think we would feel a lot more other retro-futuristic and synth-driven, synthlike fish out of water if this was the first band any pop influenced bands, from Canadian avant-pop
of us had ever been in,” says Mayberry, “but we
visionary Grimes to Nicholas Winding-Refn fahow much you love someone, so let’s go ride a
all have an understanding of what it’s like to tour vourite Johnny Jewel, the producer behind Glass
bike in the sun, or whatever. I’m fine with that,
Candy and Chromatics. Do CHVRCHES feel some
and play shows.”
but it is not where I come from. I think people can
commonality with this new wave of synth music?
Mayberry speaks of learning “boring stuff
tell that.”
“To consider them peers or allies we’d have to
like balancing a tour budget,” while Doherty
“It’s a good idea for a tune,” Doherty chips
know them personally,” says Doherty. “But we do
reflects that the experience of playing halfin. “Yeah, write that one down,” laughs Mayberry.
appreciate them for sure, especially people like
attended shows and making no money from it
“It was important to me that some of the stuff I
Grimes – what she’s done is massively inspiring.”
“never leaves you.” But, he says, it is “a learning
The thriving and staggeringly diverse
wrote was uncomfortable to me at the time we
experience. Although to a certain number of
Glasgow music scene seems to have been their
were writing it; that’s a good thing, if things are
people it might appear as though it happened
a bit uncomfortable, or a little fucked up. That’s
really fast for us, that’s not the way it is. We’ve all main inspiration. Mayberry asserts that there
the way life is. Nothing is clean and boxed off and
cut our teeth and put in the hours over the years, isn’t “a certain sound that is the Glasgow music
scene. There are so many different things, electidy. If it was, that would be awesome and everyand learned as much as possible, and we were
one would be really cheerful all the time.”
drawing on that experience when we were writing tronic stuff, hip-hop, really strong alternative
rock, folk stuff. I think that’s really cool.” Doherty
However, Cook reminds her, “nobody would
these songs and putting together this band.”
agrees. “I love the idea that there isn’t a definicreate any art.” Doherty is keen to point out that
“We don’t know if it will last forever,”
tive Glasgow sound, or Scottish sound for that
the band “never wrote these songs with the word
Mayberry continues. “But that’s how you learn.
That’s how I learned to be in bands, and to sing – matter. People are doing their own thing – Young ‘pop’ in mind. We never thought too closely about
Fathers are doing their thing, Frightened Rabbit
what was going on around and outside the band
I’ve never had proper formal training. That’s how
are doing their thing. There’s space for everyone.” when we were writing this record, and staying
I learned about songwriting. There was a lot of
Cook brings it back to matters of pure craft: in that basement for as long as possible, writing
time spent driving about with an entire back“If there’s anything that I would hope people take tunes that excited us and made us happy. My
line in the back of a Renault Clio. Those shows.”
from what we do, it’s just that you can foreground hope is we will never lose that. We’re not going to
Doherty beams proudly: “We can still almost fit
start the second album and go all Steve Lilywhite
our entire backline in the back of a Renault Clio.” melodies in your songs, and it doesn’t have to
and spend millions of pounds – we’ll be right back
Mayberry immediately one-ups him with a wicked be uncool.” And what melodies they are – one
listen to The Mother We Share, We Sink or Gun
in that same basement, starting again, shutting
grin: “I once got two guitar amps, a bass head,
is enough to embed them firmly in the listener’s
the outside world out, you know?”
and an entire drumkit into the back of a Renault
So have CHVRCHES now shaken the ‘mysteriClio. That’s pretty good. And a keyboard, and me, mind. CHVRCHES have pulled off the impressive
ous’ tag they were labelled with around the time
feat of writing credible, well-structured songs
and one other person.” Doherty has to concede:
which are also absolute ear-worms, catchier than Lies appeared online? “The reason we didn’t put
“That’s unbelievable!” Mayberry gives a nonchaout any blurbs about the songs, or information
the norovirus.
lant shrug. “We couldn’t see out of the back winMayberry writes the lion’s share of the lyrics, like ‘he was in that band, she was in this band,’
dow. It was all about the packing. Gear-packing
was because we didn’t want people to listen to
but Doherty underlines the fact that “nothing’s
Tetris.”
These New Puritans
it because of what we had done before,” says
sacred or untouchable in this band. We all share
Having witnessed the band’s live show go
Mayberry. “We wanted to put the songs out, and
responsibility.” Everything on Bones was written
from rather staid, experimental beginnings, and
see
what the reaction was without any of that
sinceblissful
the bandsynth-pop
got together.
“I
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intoPuritans
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/
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significant development since their inception
and I didn’t think about it much at the time but
Òran Mór, Glasgow, 17 Oct
Heaven, How Long – several minutes of emotive
And given that she is now a global star in
has been the growth of Lauren Mayberry’s conin hindsight, I’m glad of that,” says Mayberry. “If
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dreich weather outside), the partial emptiness
during the headline slot is more bothersome. Not
that the band let it affect them, filling the room
MuSic
with unorthodox, inventive symphonies
mostly
drawn from Field of Reeds. With Elisa Rodrigues
reprising her vocal parts and brass boosting
the orchestral sweep of tracks like Spiral, the
innovative results are spellbinding throughout.
Particularly hypnotic are the loops of Organ
Eternal and the cinematic slow-build of The Light
in Your Name, while well-positioned Hidden cuts
up the pace at all the right moments. That more
don’t witness it is a shame; that they may never
get another opportunity makes it considerably
worse. [Chris Buckle]

Henry’s Cellar Bar, 11 Oct
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Rather aptly, Edinburgh oddities the Spook
School have returned to the scene of their first
ever gig – the tiny sweat-pit that is Henry’s Cellar
Bar – to launch their debut album Dress Up, on
the cred-laden Fortuna Pop label, with a few
friends and silly costumes in tow.
We’ll get to those, but first up are Plastic
Animals who bravely pack their short set with
new tunes, largely ignoring last year’s Automaton
EP and their contribution to the Beer Vs Records
project. The new songs are as dreamy and hypnotic as anything they’ve managed before and
confirm that this is a band now brimming with
maturity and ambition.
Durham’s Martha are billed as a vegan
straight-edge pop band but pack more muscle
than four non-meat eaters have any right to.
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Their songs are fast, furious and packed with
four-part melodies, although one too seamlessly
starts to blend into the next by the time their
short set comes to a close.
The Spook School’s reputation for daftness
is well known and tonight guitarist Adam Todd
is dressed as a spider while bassist Anna Cory
appears to be someone’s garden. But their music
needs no such gimmicks. Heavily referencing C86
and twee-pop bands of yore, the older Are You
Who You Think You Are? dovetails wonderfully
with spiky latest single I’ll Be Honest, loosening
both the limbs and vocal chords of the packed
house. For a young man of limited height, Todd
cuts a towering stage presence and sibling
Nye (here as a vegan straight-edge pop Buster
Keaton, seeing as you asked) is an increasingly
confident singer. While they may never take
themselves too seriously, it might just be time for
the rest of the country to. [Stu Lewis]
soundcloud.com/spookschool
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Barrowland, Glasgow, 29 Sep
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With prop televisions screening cut-and-paste
newsreel and a sound that marries krautrock
jams with clipped RP samples, Public Service
Broadcasting’s high-concept, wartime arts-andKrafts-werk schtick sees this evening off to a
spiffing start. Clipped talk of planes, trains and
automobiles is reflected in the dynamic momentum of tracks like Signal 30 (invigoratingly noisy),
Theme from PSB (more playful, with banjo augmenting the various electronics) and other picks
from their archive-raiding debut – the title of
which (Inform – Educate – Entertain) could stand
as a manifesto for tonight’s headliners.
Indeed, James Dean Bradfield makes it clear
that information and education still spur Manic
Street Preachers 21 years after their debut’s
righteous, erudite bravado. “I wish a younger
band would try and write a lyric like this,” he
bristles, “the lazy fucking gap year bastards…”,
introducing a song (30-Year War) that references
the Battle of Orgreave, L.S. Lowry and “the endless parade of old Etonian scum [that] line the
front benches” – proof that while Rewind the Film
may be their acoustic album, it hasn’t quietened
their political ire.
Said album furnishes their set with another
five tracks, from single Show Me the Wonder
(dedicated to tonight’s crowd for making “a

Islet / Ubre Blanca / Leafwrist
Nice ‘N’ Sleazy, 15 Oct
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Leafwrist’s approach to his live set has matured
in the few short months since his support slot
with Umberto, adding thick slabs of minimal electro beats to his tortuously constructed walls of
found sound and samples. It’s not quite there yet
– there is a sense of exploration, of happy coincidence, when his beats and melodies collide and
fuse into glittering moments of intensity, rather
than the feeling of a journey with a destination.
Given time to refine his sound even further,
though, one suspects his music will deliver on its
early promise.
Second act of the night, Ubre Blanca, simply
astound. Trading in cinematic, synth-fetishising
compositions which nod heavily to Vangelis, John
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themselves as a role model has got some ego issues,” she says cautiously. Mayberry’s master’s
dissertation was on representations of women
in the media, and she has always been acutely
aware of how people perceive her in her role as
frontwoman. “It’s always been important to us
that no-one in this band does anything they’re
uncomfortable with,” she says. “There are certain
aspects of being a female in a band which I don’t
enjoy. Certain things are foisted upon you due
to the preconceptions of others. I don’t feel like
I have to abide by that. I’m not criticising other
people who do want to do those things. I guess
when I was sixteen, and listening to bands like
Sleater Kinney and PJ Harvey, I found that really
exciting.”
And finally, what of Doherty’s oft-mentioned
alternative career path as a rapper? He sighs
wearily. “This has been taken a wee bit out of context. I’m a huge fan of hip-hop and rap, especially
Young Fathers. Let’s just myth-bust on the spot
right now...”
“It was a joke,” says Mayberry. For once and
for all, Doherty confirms, he has “no intentions of
pursuing an actual rap career! Unless it’s ten to
three, and I’m in a pub, and I’m looking for someone to rap battle...”
With this final revelation, CHVRCHES leave
to meet The Skinny’s photographer, laughing
and joking together, displaying the kind of easy
camaraderie and intimacy that promises a long
and healthy career as a band. Even if Doherty did
harbour ambitions of becoming the next Drake,
it certainly seems like, for now at least, he has
more important things to do.
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Manic Street Preachers

Sunday feel like a Saturday”) to the folky feel of
This Sullen Welsh Heart. The latter forms part
of Bradfield’s customary mid-set solo section,
which culminates in The Everlasting – sung back
in full, dodgy pronunciation and all. With their
other millennial hits also accounted for (Tsunami,
You Stole the Sun, If You Tolerate This), this alternation between unplugged and commercial-peak
anthems risks overlooking other (often more
interesting) corners of their discography, with
whole albums unrepresented and others given
only cursory visitations.
But if the song choices seem uninspired
it’s only in comparison to past visits – and in
terms of execution, there’s little to criticise.
Furthermore, although loaded with songs from
the softer end of their output, they keep their big
guns close at hand: the iconic riff of Motorcycle
Emptiness opens proceedings to ballistic effect;
sole Holy Bible-offering Revol forms a fitting
Richey-tribute; while Motown Junk sounds as
fiery and fresh as ever. But some of the loudest cheers of the night come from “fuck-up of
fashion” Nicky Wire’s announcement that they’ve
already got the Barrowlands booked for April
next year, coinciding with ready-to-go 12th album
Futurology. Judging by the high-emotion of finale
Design for Life, there’ll be more than a few here
choosing to repeat the experience. [Chris Buckle]
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Barnett apparently called time on his band’s
future touring prospects. “By my calculations
this week will be our last UK tour, so come,” he
September
2013
posted across
their social media feeds, prompting ripples of concern amongst fans. But if it was
a vague booking-style effort to spur concern
from those unwilling to cough up the (admittedly steep) ticket price, it’s failed. Standing in a
quarter-full Òran Mór, the disconnect between
the astonishing sounds emanating from the stage
and the scarcity of people on the receiving end
makes the viability of taking such ambitious music on the road seem bleak indeed.
None of which matters too much to first-on
East India Youth (aka Bournemouth-born William
Doyle), who gives a sterling account of his own
considerable talents. Comfortable with a range
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Carpenter, Kraftwerk and even Glass Candy, they
are not reiventing the wheel. But the combination of towering, interlocking synth riffs with the
mathematical, intense drumming of Andy Brown
is undeniably powerful, and in the live setting, it
proves formidable.
When headliners Islet take the stage, they
do so like an invading army of hippies armed with
deadly percussion. Rhythm is at the forefront of
their psychedelic, funk-infused sound – over the
course of their set, every single member drums
on something, from the ceiling, to the air conditioning system, to the tables and pint glasses
of punters, to actual drums. It’s an absorbing
stage show, and if there is something overly
familiar about their jazz, funk and folk fusion, it is
offset by their energy and intensity. When they
leave the stage, the night feels like it’s over too
soon. [Bram E. Gieben]
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